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By Julian Stockwin

ALLISON BUSBY, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Forced to flee Rome from the barbaric rampages of the Ostrogoths, merchant Nicander
meets an unlikely ally in the form of Marius, a fierce Roman legionary. Escaping to a new life in
Constantinople, the two land upon its shores lonely and penniless. Needing to make money fast,
they plot and plan a number of outrageous money-making schemes, until they chance upon their
greatest idea yet.Armed with a wicked plan to steal precious silk seeds from the faraway land of
Seres, Nicander and Marius must embark upon a terrifyingly treacherous journey across unknown
lands, never before completed. But first they must deceive the powerful emperor Justinian and the
rest of his formidable Byzantine Empire in order to begin their journey into the unknown.An
adventurous tale of mischief, humour and deception, Nicander and Marius face danger of the
highest order, where nothing in the land of the Roman Empire is quite what it seems.
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ReviewsReviews

This written ebook is wonderful. This is certainly for anyone who statte there was not a really worth studying. You may like how the author compose this
pdf.
-- O dessa  Gr a ha m-- O dessa  Gr a ha m

It in a single of the most popular publication. Sure, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. Your life period will be change the
instant you full reading this book.
-- Abel O 'K on Sr .-- Abel O 'K on Sr .
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